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Computer Societies
In many parts of the world, groups of.people with a

common jnierest in the use of computing machinery
have formed Societies devoted to fostering the use of
computers. much as Societies have in the past been
formed to foster the use of horses.

Several professional or quasi-professional organisa-
tions exist in the United States for people who use
computers to earn a l iv ing.

Tie IEEE Computer Society was formed in 1971 as a
development of a group within the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, Inc', and concentrates on the
computing n-rachinery itself - "The Society shall strive
to advanJe the theory and practice of computer and
information processing technology." (McCluskey 1970)-

The Association forComputing Machinery was formed
for earlv computer users, and now seems to be strongly
influenced by'academic members - indeed, most articles
published in its Journal (though not in its Communtca-
iions) are incomprehensible without advanced study and'
continuing interest in academic subjects l ike mathemati-
cal  logic.  fne 'q. .C.U.,  as i t  becomes l rore l ike the lE'EE
Comp:uter Society, is working with it and nine other
similar organisations to establish a Computer Founda-
tion. These efforts have not been without problems, but
have finally been "rewarded" by the formation of the
Institute for Certif ication of Computer Professionals'
The A.C.M. i tsel f  has prescr ibed ethical  behaviour,  but
is s i lent  on enforcement of  the prescr ipt ion.

Thb pr incipal  body in the Uni ted Krngdom is the
Brit ish Computer Soiiety (for history see Douglas 1972)
though rtnions are starting to take an interest in repre-
senting programmers. This Society has set up professional
quatif i i i t iois, and is actively laying down ethics and
guidel ines.'  

Taylor (1972, in an art ic le which should,  as a duty. to
their-Society, have been closely read by all Australian

Computer Society fellows, members, associates, afi l iates
and students) giv-es some history of the Australian Com-
puter Society ias a background to the moveuent taking^
place within the Society towards the,development of
professional membership status and qualif ications'
These have been one of the principal aims of the Society
for some time and have led to present controversies on
the level of qualif ications required for professional status
and on the setting and conducting of entrance examina-
tions for that purpose . . .".

Nevertheless, the thesis of this present paper is that
Computer Societies, particularly the Australian Com-
puter Society, are misguided in trying .to create an
orofessiot.t or.tt of a common interest of their members in
computers. and that these Societies should pay more
attention to seeking, fostering, and nurturing the
existing common interest.

To iupport this thesis, the nature of professionals and
professions generaily, the nature of the "computer
profession" in particular, and the basis of the "computer
profession" wil l be examined in tr"trn. Then future
patterns of use of computers by various pt',ofessions, and ,
i inally, social objectives for a Computer Society ivi l l  be

suggested. These objectives wil l not be suggested in
irnplication that none is held or pursued by Computer
Societies, br-Lt,in substitution as a body to correct a mts-
placed emphasis.

Professionals anil Professions
Because there are professional footballers' there is.a

football ing profession. Here the adjective "professional"
indicates ihnt the footballer is aciually beirtg paid fo-r
playing football, and the epithet iq .ut9{.to distingutsh
him from the very tl1any more of his fellow sportsmen
who play football merely for enjoyment.

In thii paper, such saliently monetary p-rofessions are

nol 
"onrid..Ld, 

but the so-cil led "learired professions"
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are meant when professions are discussed. However, it
should be borne in mind that this imnortant distinction
is not always applied as it is in this paper. For instance,
"the new American definit ion of professional is 'super-
conrpetent' - that's what a computer professional is, in
some well defined area." (Stone 1972).

Professions are based on discipl ines,  though not
necessarily directly. Engineering is a profession in this
sense, though definit ions often used may seem rather
wide-ranging - "Engineering is the art of applying the
resources of nature, scientific principles and the accun-ru-
lated experience of its practit ioners for the use and
convenience of rnankind." (Storr 1972).

To be professional is not the same as being a member
of a orofession.

The three important aspects of being a member of a
profession are, f irstly the practice of a profession,
secondly the attainment by education and experience of
proficiency in that profession, and thirdly the acceptance
by other members of the profession. Thus, "Professional
Engineering is the responsible practice of engineering by
persons who have attained a level of education and
experience accepted by a consensus of its practit ioners."
(ibid.).

Persor.rs of such attainment formally become members
of a profession when they are accepted into membership
of the appropriate recognised professional ir-rstitution.
Often, such professional institutions are recognised by
legislation, or Royai Charter.

Professional behaviour, on the otl-rer hand, is collo-
quially ascribed to persons who consistently and reliably
discharge technical duties within their self-interpreted
sphere of competence. Ideally, "To pursue or to do the
task for its own sake, to have it well and faithfully done,
to be to no srlall degree a perfectionist, to engage to the
full the talent, the skil l  and the knowledge in the daily
task, usually in the service of some other human, seem
to me the very heart of the concept of a profession."
(Sir Garfield Barwick, quoted in Corbe.tt 1973 p. 171).

The law views professional responsibil i ty more practi-
cally, and it does not strictly relate duty to monetary
reward. "Every person who practises a iearned profession
owes a dr,rty quite irrespective of any contract and quite
irrespective of the receipt of any fee to possess and to
exercise reasonable skil l  and care in the performance of
his professional  work."  (Hughes 1972 p.9).  But,  "The
law does not reqtLire that sr-rch a person should possess
and exercise the highest standard of expertise or else be
found liable for damages for breach of contract if some-
thing goes wrong. General ly speaking, the relevant
stanlaid is the ordinary skil l  bf tt-r" 'aueiige practit ioner
of the pairticular profession." (ibrrl. p. 8).

Computer Societies are moving to guarantee profes-
sional behaviour by adopting codes of ethics, and to
establish a profession by prescribing qualifying examina-
tions. Both these rnovements are placeboes.

Firstly, professional behaviour cannot be guaranteed
simply by def in ing what i t  is  and what i t  is  not ,  and
Society r.nechanisms for enforcing a code of ethics are
absent or feeble.  "Ethical  behaviour is a state of  mind,
not rules and regr-rlations inrposed by some outside
group or professional  body."  (Groves 1972).  At  worst ,
"I i patriotisrl is the last refuge of the scoundrel, profes-
sional ethics is the iast refr-rge of the professional
scoundrel ."  (Pryor 1973).
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Secondly, a profession cannot be established simply b;'
a Society constructing barricades against latecomers,
particularly when the earlycomers have nothing more in
common than a confessed interest in a certain category
of machinery. Indeed, it might be considered presump-
tuous when a Society recommends to itself "that the
Society should become the leading established body in
the field of computer technology . . ." (Hinde 1972), and
"that the Society should be the national authority on
these matters and deferred to as such by other national
bodies and business concerns." (ibid.).

The "Computer Professionaltt

In their strivings towards recognition as professional
institutions, the various Computer Societies have con-
centrated on prescribing professional behaviour and on
prescr ib ing professional  qual i f icat ions.

The first and most fundamental aspect of being a
member of a profession - the practice of a profession -
has usually been ignored by Computer Societies, in
favour of the aspects of educational attainment and
acceptance by Society members through some form of
tn l l la l ton.

The assumption is usually made that anyone whose
work is centred on computers is practising in the "com-
puter profession". Taylor (1912) seems to feel that ACS
rlembers are programmers, but "by programmers (he)
rnean(s) this in a general way to inciude systems analysts
and designers, software specialists, programming mana-
gers, coders, etc.". To a very large degree, all these
categories are tentative job designations, not professional
offrces. The U.S. government found some dispute when
it attempted to define the job of a programmer, and
positions such as systems analyst are often used to keep
ambitious programmers in hand or entice other em-
ployers' programmers. Job advertisements show this
clearly.

For at least the programming manager, whose next
step up the inevitable ladder is probably to some position
such as EDP manager, whatever programming capabil ity
he might have is of increasingly l imited benefit. "Of
course, a good understanding of the trends ofcomputer
technology is sti l l  essential for a successful EDP manager;
but it is only one ingredient, and he need not have so
high a level of expertise as his computer scientists. The
managerial ingredients he needs are more in number,
and each is just as important as the technical." (Nolan
1913 p.  ta l .

Even in the apparently straightforward call ing ,ofprogrammer qua pfogfammer, many specres are lolrno -
system programmers,  ap pl icat ion programrners,  comnrer-
cial programmers, scientif ic programmers, scftware
programmers, f irmware programmers, maintenance pro-
grammers - but the entire crew may be obsoiescent.

In writ ings on data processing, followers of a wondrous
farrago of trades and occupations cluster under the sign
of " the computer professional" ,  including not only
people who use computers or advise other people how
to use computers or advise other people who advise other
people how to use computers,  but  a lso people who
design, manufacture, sell and maintain computers cligital
and analogue, electronic and hydraulic.

The only comnlon l ink between the great variety of
people said to be practising the "computer profession"
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is their dependence on cornputing machinery,
Perhaps this is due to the youth of the "computer

profession". Perhaps the efforts of Computer Societies
io establish a profession will result in their members
becoming proficient in some discipiine implied in the
aspirations of their Society.

Computer Science and Informatics
The most frequent name for the professional patronage

of Comouter Societies is comprtter science or, in defiance
of the standard definition of in|ormarlon (Tootill 1968
p. 3), informati.on science. It is therefore appropriate to
investigate what is meant by computer science.

"The comptfter and the phenomena surrounding it are
the main objects of study in computer science." (Amarel
1971). This is a simple itut.*.nf (not a definit ion), and
the idea underlies ali definitions or explanations of com-
puter science. There are inconsistencies. Amarel gives,
wittr his "globa|" explanation quoted immediately
above, a "local" observation. "The concep t of a procedure
- an algorithm - is of primary significance to computer
science." Yet Euclid's algorithm preceded Babbage.
Algorithms do not need computing machinery, rlor
procedures a compiler.

It has been said that "Computer science might variously
be called the science of algorithms, the science of com-
puting machines, or the science of digitized information.
However none of these is satisfactory. I prefer to think
of computer science as the science devoted to the exten-
sion of the uses of (computing?) machines in the service
of mankind." (Hammer 1970).

However, if one is precise, the two terms computer and
science are incompatible because computer is not an
adjective to be applied to a discipline.- Grammatically,
computer science should be contrasted to physical
science, natural science, and medical science.

As well as grammatically, the ill-usage can be seen by
considering why there is not a telescope science em-
bracing astronomy, surveying,, and fire-spotting, or a
microscope science embracing biology, metallurgy, and
philately; or a telephone science embracing salesman-
ship, management and espionage. In other words, a
science should not be circumscribed by the applicability
of one of its instruments.

The situation is not improved by adopting computing
science as the basis for a professional body, for such a
body would most appropriately embracemainlyactuaries,
statisticians, and numerical analysts. Very few "systems
analysts and designers, software specialists, programming
managers, coders" spend much time doing their own
computations.

Tlie use of the word science can also be questioned.
Draffan (1973) believes the title computing science "best
conveys the technological and, practical nature of the
subject", and Jueneman (1972) proposes splitting of
"the programming profession" into "Computer Science"
and "Information Engineering".

Insofar as computer science is "the science of algo-
rithms", "the science of digit ized information"..., i t
is not necessary to base it on machinery. Only the name
forces it to be so.

A better name for such a machine independent science
would be data science, and its companion technology
would be dala engineering.

Information science is not a suitable term to replace
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comDuter science. because information is "in automatic
data processing the meaning that a human assigns to
data by means of the known conventions used in its
representation." (Tootil l  1968 p. 3). From this view-
point, information science is properly the stamping
ground of i ibrarians, psychoiogists, and patent attorneys.

The term data processirug, applied to the industry, has
held sway much longer than the narrower term informa-
tion processing (ibid. pp. 4-5), which term has probably
been pushed into favour by mathematically trained
people who have heard of information theory during
their formal education and who link this to the informa-
tion retrieval (not in Tootil l  1968) of l ibrarians, and do
not take the necessary step of calling what computers
sometimes do for librarians, data retrieval.

In Europe, a discipline called informarics is being
developed. Sometimes informatics is equated to computer
science, sometimes informatics is defined for its own sake.
Zemanek (1972), for example, sees informatics as having
four basic generalised theories - of formal description, of
process organisation, of programming, and of computer
application, though the second two theories should
perhaps be considered as special cases of the first two.

Ciearly, some science or other (and maybe a techno-
logy or two) lurks behind the computer. The fatal
mistake is to directly amalgamate the science with the
machinery. This mistake was quite clearly seen by Papert
in the context of computer use by small children. "Thus
in its embodiment as the physical computer, computa-
tion ooens a vast universe of thinss to do. But the real
magic-comes when this is combinJd with the conceptual
oo*ier of the theoretical ideas associated with computa-
lion." (Papert 1970).

Use of Computers in Various Professions
However the discipiine supporting and using algo-

rithms, procedures, and general problem solving tech-
niques might be viewed or named, two contrasting
attitudes to the discipline can be taken by professional
users of computers - an attitude of aparthood from
professionals who don't use computers, and an attitude
of togetherness with other workers in the field of study
being aided by computers. The question is whether the
computer is an end, or a means to an end.

The flrst attitude seeks to separate the discipiine from
other discipl ines.  For example'-  "At  th is t ime computer
science is a distiilate from mathematics, engineering,
and language. The reasons that it is a separate field are
numerous. Among these are the withdrawal of mathema-
ticians and engineers from the rest of society. Mathemati-
cians have declared themselves independent, engineering
schools ignore their responsibility for education of non-
engineers and so it is up to computer scientists to develop
and teach cogent theories which technically are mathema-
tical, to teach computer languages which neither en-
gineers nor mathematicians seem to comprehend, to
increase the relevance of computers to man, and to
guide their future designs." (Hammer 1970).

This aparthood is the attitude usually struck by Com-
puter Societies, though it is not confined to them or
always instigated directly by them. They mistakenly
view the widespread use of computers as supporting
their apotheosis, and ignore the fundamental place of
computation in most modern professions.

It will come about that every modern science and
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profession will use digital computers extensively as
instruments and resources. For example, the Committee
on Physics in Two-Year Colleges has approved by
unanimous ballot that "Physics faculty members in two-
year colleges as well as those in four-year colleges and
universities have a professional obligation to: (a) become
proficient in the application of computers in teaching
iheir  own discipl ines:  (b)  . . . ;  ( r )  use comput ing services
in their teaching wherever appropriate." (Taylor 1973)'

Thus, to the majority of professionals interaction with
computers wil l be commonplace. These professionals wil i
themselves be trained in the use of computers, and will
look to programmers for skills beyond those they
aiready possess. This is the future, and a Computer
Society c'an help bring it about and flourish in it.

Computer Societies are in fact working towards this
future, but their vision of it seems blurred, and their
pursuit of professional segregation wil i delay attainment
oi  th is future.

Objectives for a Computer SocietY
There are several questions which a Computer Society

should ask before attempting to establish a profession.
Firstty, what is the profession, and why should there

be such a profession?
Secondly, is the Society ready to become a professional

institution? Is its membership appropriate?
Finally, is it r ight to establish a profession, any pro-

fession, in the image of existing professions (Pryor 1913)?
"As modern professions use the scientific approach,
they become increasingly subject to inversion of priorities,
instrumentalism, and detqchment, even isolation, from
humanity. Professions then tend to become increasingly
schizophrenic in their conduct, as though the split
between the realm of expertise and the social nexus in
which it functions were nonexistent or, worse, un-
important." (Haberer 1972 p.721).

i'his paper is intended to demonstrate that an appro-
priate profession has not been, and should not be,
ilefined, that the Australian Computer Society and its
overseas bedmates are not ready or fitting to become
professional institutions, and therefore that attempts to
bonvert Computer Societies into professional institutions
should be given up.

If it is not to be a professional institution, then what
should a Computer Society strive to do ? (The reader
should not infer that the Australian Computer Society,
or any other Computer Society, does not hold objectives
such as those suggested in the following list - it is rather
the complaint of this paper that Computer Societies have
been bewitched from the pursuit of their humanistic
objectives by the lure of professionai status.)
* To act in accord with the motto "The computer must

be a common tool, not an oligarchal instrument". This
must be the most basic objective, the one on which all
the others are founded.

workers, or to assist in solving some of the organisa-
tions' problems using compnters.

* To encourage established professions to take a definite
interest in the use of computers. This might be done
by negotiating to have programming or computing
skills recognised as part ofevery professional qualifica-
tion, particulariy accounting qualification, and even
as a compuisory part.

* To encourage Computer Society members to take an
interest in an appropriate established profession. For
example, many programmers in commercial employ-
ment should strive to become qualified accountants,
or even actuaribs.

* To assist public bodies such as legislatures, courts and
commissions in applying informed reason to considera-
tions of public use of computers. This might be done
by offering a roster of distinguished members ex-
perienced in various applications of computers, and
who have offered their services in this public duty.

* To await with patience (and eventually sponsor) the
emergence of specialist trades or professions (what-
ever they might turn out to be (Tou 1970, Wegner
1970) directly dependent on the use of computers.

* To review and influence public debate on uses of
computers. Often, public discussion of computer-
related issues verges on hysteria, and Computer
Societies have a duty to see that beneficial uses of the
computer are fostered just as much as they have a duty
to see that detrimental uses are avoided.
To stress these objectives is surely more worthwhile,

human, and satisfying than to pursue ethical behaviour
and _ .professional orthodoxy shackled to Boolean
macnlnery.
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Book Review

Digital Contputer Concepts: A Self-Instructional Programmed
' 

Manual,  by Vester Robinson (Reston) '  300 pp. '  $7.95

This book clainrs to be "indispensable as a reference lranual to
computer installers, technicians, operators .and .programmers" by

an author who "hai  spent 25 years in teaching electr ic i ty,  e lectron-
ics and computers".

The formit of the book is quite rcadable and the progranrlned

instruction should be effective,-however, the material wor-rld be of
ir-rterest only to a reader approaching computers from a technical

background in electronics. The title might mislead an unwary
layman into believing that this book was a general introduction
to computers and the type of work which they perform. Instead,
he will Le initiated into ihe nrysteries of r:nbiased clampers, Schnitt
triggers and single shot mtrltivibrators.

I feel that the book must be of limited use as a general reference
but may provide a relatively painless rleans by which more nlay
be learned of  the internal  machinat ions of  a digi ta l  computer.

J. . Iul i lT
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